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Abstract
The Intelligent Parameter Utilization Tool (InPUT) is a format and API for the 
cross-language description of experiments, which makes it possible to define 
experiments and their contexts at an abstract level in the form of XML- and 
archive-based descriptors. By using experimental descriptors, programs can be 
reconfigured without having to be recoded and recompiled and the experimental 
results  of third-parties can be reproduced independently of the programming 
language and algorithm implementation. Previously, InPUT has supported the 
export and import of experimental descriptors to/from XML documents, archive 
files and LaTex tables. The overall aim of this project was to develop an SQL 
database  design  that  allows  for  the  export,  import,  querying,  updating  and 
deletion of experimental descriptors, implementing the design as an extension 
of  the  Java  implementation  of  InPUT  (InPUTj)  and  to  verify  the  general 
applicability of the created implementation by modeling real-world use cases. 
The use cases covered everything from simple database transactions involving 
simple  descriptors  to  complex  database  transactions  involving  complex 
descriptors. In  addition,  it  was  investigated  whether  queries  and  updates  of 
descriptors are executed more rapidly if the descriptors are stored in databases 
in accordance with the created SQL schema and the queries and updates are 
handled by the DBMS PostgreSQL or, if the descriptors are stored directly in 
files and the queries and updates are handled by  the default XML-processing 
engine of InPUTj (JDOM). The results of the test case indicate that the former 
usually allows for a faster execution of queries while the latter usually allows 
for a faster execution of updates. Using database-stored descriptors instead of 
file-based descriptors offers many advantages, such as making it significantly 
easier and less costly to manage, analyze and exchange large amounts of experi-
mental  data.  However,  database-stored  descriptors  complement  file-based 
descriptors rather than replace them. The goals of the project were achieved, 
and the different types of database transactions involving descriptors can now 
be handled via a simple API provided by a Java facade class.

Keywords: Databases, DBMS, Experiments, InPUT, Java, PostgreSQL, SQL, 
XML, XPath.
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Terminology

Acronyms/Abbreviations

BCNF Boyce–Codd  Normal  Form.  A  normal  form  for 
databases

DBMS Database  Management  System.  A  software  system 
that manages databases

ER model Entity–relationship  model.  A  database  model  for 
abstractly describing databases

InPUT The Intelligent Parameter Utilization Tool. A format 
and  API  for  cross-language  description  of  experi-
ments

SQL Structured  Query  Language.  A  database  query 
language  for  managing  data  stored  in  relational 
database management systems

SQL/XML ISO/IEC 9075-14 XML-related specifications. A part 
of  ISO/IEC  9075  that  specifies  the  conjunction  of 
SQL and XML

SQL:2011 ISO/IEC  9075:2011  Information  technology  – 
Database languages – SQL. The seventh revision of 
the ISO and ANSI standard for SQL

UML Unified  Modeling  Language.  A  general-purpose 
modeling  language  for  describing  object-oriented 
software-intensive systems

XML Extensible  Markup  Language.  A  markup  language 
for encoding documents in a format that is readable 
by both machines and humans

XPath XML Path Language. A query language for selecting 
nodes in XML documents
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1 Introduction
This introductory chapter provides an overview of what the project is about.

1.1 Background and problem motivation
When solving a computationally complex search or an optimization problem, 
there is often a difficult choice between several applicable algorithms, followed 
by an even more difficult choice between countless parameter values (default 
values are usually far from optimal for the problem to be solved). Since finding 
the  optimal solution may take days, weeks, months or even years, there often 
has to be a compromise between the execution time of the algorithm and the 
quality of the solution in order to find a sufficient solution in a sufficiently short 
time. The quality of a solution found within a certain amount of time varies 
greatly between algorithms and even more between parameter values within an 
algorithm. It is therefore worthwhile to carefully tune the configuration. If the 
configuration is hard-coded into the program, however, the program has to be 
recoded and recompiled every time it is being reconfigured, which may require 
a  substantial  amount  of  work.  The  Intelligent  Parameter  Utilization  Tool 
(InPUT)  may  therefore  be  of  great  use.  InPUT  is  “a  descriptive  and 
programming  language  independent  format  and  API  for  the  simplified 
configuration,  documentation,  and  design  of  computer  experiments”  [1]. 
Through its use, experiments and their contexts can be defined at an abstract 
level in the form of XML- and archive-based descriptors and thus, programs 
can be reconfigured without having to be recoded and recompiled. InPUT thus 
separates  specification from  implementation,  making  the  choice  of 
programming  language  secondary.  In  addition,  InPUT makes  it  possible  to 
reproduce  the  experimental  results  of  third-parties  by  running  experiments 
based on their cross-language experimental descriptors, leaving the choice of 
programming  language  and  algorithm  implementation  to  the  user.  The 
connections between optimization problems, algorithms, configuration tuning, 
programs and InPUT are illustrated by Figure 1. [2] [3]

2
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1.2 Overall aim
The overall aim of this project is to  develop a relational database design that 
allows for the export, import, querying, updating and deletion of experimental 
descriptors and to implement the design as an extension of InPUT. In addition, 
the general applicability of the implementation will  be verified by modeling 
real-world use cases.

Storing  experimental  descriptors  in  relational  databases  offers  many 
advantages,  such  as  manageability,  searchability  and  analyzability  of  large 
amounts of experimental data, which it would not be feasible to achieve if the 
descriptors were stored as XML and archive files in file systems. Moreover, 
access to the whole or specific parts of databases can easily be given to specific 
persons or the public, which means that database-stored descriptors also make it 
significantly  easier  and  less  costly  to  exchange  experimental  configurations 
compared to transferring large numbers of XML- and archive-based descriptors 
between computers.  Collaboration  is  additionally  simplified  by  the  fact  that 
InPUT descriptors provide a standard means of documenting experiments.

3

Figure  1:  The  connections  between  optimization  problems,  algorithms,  configuration 
tuning, programs and InPUT [4]
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1.3 Scope
During this project, only the Java implementation of InPUT,  InPUTj, will be 
given support for database export, import, querying, updating and deletion of 
experimental  descriptors.  Moreover,  the  support  will  only  apply  to  SQL 
databases and will only be tested with the DBMS PostgreSQL 9.2.

1.4 Ethical aspects
InPUT is a tool and, as with other tools, it may be used for various purposes – 
regardless of whether it  is  ethically right  or wrong. Whether  a  tool  such as 
InPUT is capable of possessing any ethical quality in itself is a fundamental 
question for an entire subfield of ethics – ethics in technology – and there is no 
generally  accepted  answer  [5].  When  InPUT is  used  for  research,  research  
ethics must also be taken into consideration, but since InPUT cannot perform 
any research on its  own, research ethics is  not directly applicable to InPUT 
itself [6].

Since  this  project  is  about  extending  the  capabilities  of  InPUT,  its  ethical 
aspects are the same as those of InPUT.

1.5 Outline
Chapter 2 describes InPUT's different types of experimental descriptors and the 
export/import  mechanism of  InPUTj.  Chapter  3  describes  the  goals  of  this 
project,  and chapter 4 describes the methodology used to achieve the goals. 
Chapter  5  describes  the  database  design,  and  Chapter  6  describes  its 
implementation.  Chapter  7  provides  discussions,  analysis  and  conclusions 
regarding the results. Appendix A shows detailed UML class diagrams of the 
classes of InPUTj that  are most  relevant  to this  project.  Appendix B shows 
InPUT's database schemas.

4
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2  InPUT descriptors
The usefulness of InPUT descriptors, which define experiments and their con-
texts at an abstract level in the form of XML data, is best illustrated with an ex-
ample [3]. If, for example, given a web server and a customizable task such as 
an HTTP request, the thread pool size that maximizes throughput is to be de-
termined. Then, the values must be chosen for parameters such as the task, the 
number of executions of the task, the thread pool sizes to be tested, and the 
number of repetitions of the experiment. One method is to hard-code the para-
meters as is the case in Figure 2, but then they cannot be reconfigured without 
recompilation of the program. A more flexible alternative is to use code such as 
that in Figure 3, which imports the parameter values from a properties file sim-
ilar to that in Figure  4. While that does allow for reconfiguration without re-
compilation, it requires tailored subroutines to parse parameters that represent 
complex objects, such as the subroutine in Figure 5 which parses the task para-
meter,  and  does  not  allow  the  sets/ranges  of  valid  parameter  values  to  be 
changed without recompiling. By using InPUT descriptors as illustrated in Fig-
ure 6, however, every part of the configuration can be kept external and change-
able  without  recompilation,  including  both  the  parameters'  values  and  the 
set/ranges of their  valid values. The parameters, their  values, and their  code 
mappings to implementation-specific components can be defined by a  design  
space descriptor such as that in Figure 7, a design descriptor as in Figure 8 and 
a code mapping descriptor similar to that in Figure 9, respectively. This means 
that, for example, the task can be changed by simply altering one or more of the 
descriptors. All of the above mentioned types of descriptors are  described in 
Table 1, together with the other types of InPUT descriptors. [7]

5

Figure 2: Example of hard-coded parameters [7]
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Figure 3: Example of code that imports parameter values from a properties file [7]

Figure 5: Example of a subroutine that parses a parameter that represents a complex object 
[7]

Figure 4: Example of a properties file [7]
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Figure 7: Example of a design space descriptor [8]

Figure 6: Example of code that imports parameter values from InPUT descriptors [7]
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Figure 8: Example of a design descriptor [9]

Figure 9: Example of a code mapping descriptor [10]
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Table 1: InPUT's different types of experimental descriptors

Experimental 
Descriptor

Defines
Exportable 

Subinterface
 Document-

representable

Design Descriptor

The values of a set 
of parameters that 
are defined with 
respect to a design 
space

se.miun.itm.input.
model.design.
IDesign

Yes

Design Space 
Descriptor

A set of numeric 
and/or structural 
parameters and 
their ranges

se.miun.itm.input.
model.design.
IDesignSpace

Yes

Code Mapping 
Descriptor

The mappings of 
the structural 
parameters of a 
design space to 
implementation-
specific 
components

se.miun.itm.input.
model.mapping.
IMappings

Yes

Experiment 
Descriptor

A computer 
experiment, 
including designs 
for its algorithm, 
problem features, 
preferences and 
outputs, which are 
defined with 
respect to an 
experiment 
context

se.miun.itm.input.
IExperiment

No

Experiment 
Context 
Descriptor

The scope of a set 
of computer 
experiments, 
including design 
spaces for their 
algorithms, 
problem features,  
properties and 
outputs

se.miun.itm.input.
IInPUT

No
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In InPUTj, each type of experimental descriptor is represented by a separate 
subinterface  of  the  Java  interface  se.miun.itm.input.aspects.Ex-
portable and one or  more implementations  of  that  subinterface,  some of 
these may also be represented by the Java class  se.miun.itm.input.-
model.Document. The default implementations of the subinterfaces of Ex-
portable have the same names as their respective subinterfaces except for 
the lack of the prefix “I”. InPUTj's different types of representations of experi-
mental descriptors are illustrated by the UML class diagrams in Figure 10 and 
Figure 15.

10

Figure 10: Simplified UML class diagram of InPUTj's different types of representations 
of experimental descriptors (2013-08-23)
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Exportable and  Document objects can be exported and imported to/from 
different  kinds  of  external  containers  via  implementations  of  the  interfaces 
se.miun.itm.input.export.InPUTExporter and  se.miun.it-
m.input.impOrt.InPUTImporter. The default implementations of In-
PUTExporter are described in Table 2 and illustrated by the UML class dia-
grams in Figure 11 and Figure 16. The default implementations of InPUTIm-
porter are described in Table 3 and illustrated by the UML class diagrams in 
Figure 12 and Figure  17.

Table 2: The default implementations of InPUTExporter

InPUTExporter 
Implementation

Exports Exports to

ByteArrayExporter Document objects
java.io.ByteArray-
OutputStream objects

LaTeXFileExporter Document objects LaTeX tables

PropertiesExporter Document objects
java.util.Properties 
objects

XMLFileExporter Document objects XML files

ZipFileExporter Exportable objects Zip files

Table 3: The default implementations of InPUTImporter

InPUTImporter 
Implementation

Imports Imports from

DocumentImporter Document objects Document objects

ExperimentArchive-
Importer

java.util.Map<java.lang.
String, 
se.miun.itm.input.util.
InputStreamWrapper> 
objects,  which  can  be 
used to recreate exported 
IExperiment objects

Zip files

InPUTArchiveImporter IInPUT objects Zip files

InputStreamImporter Document objects
java.io.InputStream 
objects

XMLFileImporter Document objects XML files

11
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Figure  11:  Simplified  UML  class  diagram  of  the  default  implementations  of 
InPUTExporter (2013-08-23)

Figure  12:  Simplified  UML  class  diagram  of  the  default  implementations  of 
InPUTImporter (2013-08-23)
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3 Concrete and verifiable goals
The goals of this project are as follows:

1. A server-side database design that allows for the storage of all types of 
InPUT descriptors

i. A conceptual database schema whose entity types represent InPUT's 
different types of experimental descriptors

ii. A  relational  database  schema  based  on  the  conceptual  schema, 
preferably in BCNF

2. An  SQL:2011-compliant  implementation  of  the  relational  schema 
(hereafter referred to as the InPUT SQL schema)

3. A database client extension of InPUTj that supports the export, import, 
updating and deletion of all  types of InPUT descriptors to/from SQL 
databases

i. A Java class that supports the creation of the InPUT SQL schema in 
SQL databases

ii. An implementation of the InPUTExporter interface that supports 
the export of both  Exportable and  Document objects to data-
bases with the InPUT SQL schema

iii. An implementation of the InPUTImporter interface that supports 
the import of experimental descriptors stored in databases in accord-
ance with the InPUT SQL schema

iv. A Java class that supports the updating of experimental descriptors 
stored in databases in accordance with the InPUT SQL schema

v. A Java class that supports the deletion of experimental descriptors 
stored in databases in accordance with the InPUT SQL schema

Moreover, there will be an investigation regarding which of the following is the 
most time efficient method for querying the values of specific XML attributes 
of specific experimental descriptors:

13
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• Storing the descriptors in databases in accordance with the InPUT SQL 
schema and using the DBMS PostgreSQL to query about them

• Storing the descriptors as XML data in XML files and using the default 
XML-processing engine of InPUTj, JDOM, to query about them

• Storing the descriptors as serialized  Document objects in binary files 
and using JDOM to query about them

Finally, there will be an investigation as which of the following is the most time 
efficient means of updating the values of specific XML attributes of specific 
experimental descriptors:

• Storing the descriptors in databases in accordance with the SQL schema 
and using PostgreSQL to update them

• Storing the descriptors as XML data in XML files and using JDOM to 
update them

• Storing the descriptors as serialized  Document objects in binary files 
and using JDOM to update them

14
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4 Methodology
The goals of this project are performed using  evolutionary prototyping as the 
development methodology. Firstly, an exploratory study and a requirement ana-
lysis are conducted in order to gather the necessary information for performing 
the project and to determine which requirements the database design and its im-
plementation are required to meet. The database schemas are then developed by 
iterating the following steps:

1. Based on the results of the exploratory study and the requirement ana-
lysis, create an initial/enhanced conceptual schema in the form of an ER 
diagram

2. Based on the conceptual schema, create an initial/enhanced relational 
schema

3. Based on the relational schema, create an initial/enhanced SQL schema

4. Verify the general applicability of the SQL schema by modeling real-
world database client use cases, including insertion, querying, updating 
and deletion of experimental descriptors

5. Show the schemas and the use cases to the supervisor of this project

6. If the SQL schema is not sufficiently general for the use cases, go back 
to the step in which the most abstract schema that contains flaws was 
created and enhance that schema

In parallel with the development of the databases schemas, the database client 
extension of InPUTj is developed by iterating the following steps:

1. Create an initial/enhanced prototype of the extension

2. Test the prototype with a JUnit test case [11]

3. Verify the general applicability of the prototype by modeling real-world 
InPUT use cases, including the export, import, updating and deletion of 
experimental descriptors to/from databases

4. Show the prototype, the test results and the use cases to the supervisor 
of this project

15
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5. If the prototype fails any of the tests or is not sufficiently general for the 
use cases, go back to step 1 and enhance it

The investigations described in chapter 3 are conducted by executing a JUnit 
test case [12]. The test case is executed on a platform consisting of the operat-
ing system Linux Mint 15, the runtime environment of Java SE 7 update 25, the 
SQL DBMS PostgreSQL 9.2 and the hardware of a  Acer Aspire 5739G com-
puter,  which includes 4 GB DDR3 SDRAM and a  Intel Core 2 Duo P7350 
CPU with a clock speed of 2.0 GHz (full specifications of  Acer Aspire 5739G 
is available on the Internet)  [13].  The results will therefore apply to only one 
specific platform and will possibly differ greatly from results that would have 
been obtained if other platforms were used. However, it is assumed that the res-
ults will at least provide an acceptable indication with regards to whether the 
InPUT SQL schema is well-designed. Java SE 7 update 25 is chosen because, at 
the time of this writing, it is the latest update of the latest version of the stand-
ard edition of the Java platform and PostgreSQL 9.2 is chosen because, at the 
time of this writing, it is the latest stable version of an open-source DBMS that, 
to a great extent, conforms to SQL:2011, including SQL/XML. Linux Mint 15 
and Acer Aspire 5739G are chosen simply because of availability and economic 
restraints.

16
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5 Design
The database design consists of database schemas at the server-side and an ex-
tension of InPUTj at the client-side.

5.1 Server-side database design
Conceptually, the different types of InPUT descriptors are represented in data-
bases as eight entity types with a total of 13 relationships, as illustrated by the 
ER diagram shown in Figure  19. Logically, they are represented as nine rela-
tions, as illustrated by the relational schema shown in Figure 21 and by the SQL 
schema shown in Appendix B. The relational schema is not strictly in BCNF 
since the values of the non-key attribute “Content” determines the values of the 
attribute “ID” for the relations “Design” and “Design Space”.

5.2 Client-side database design
In the database client  extension of InPUTj,  the creation of the InPUT SQL 
schema  in  databases  is  handled  by  the  Java  class  se.miun.itm.in-
put.util.sql.DatabaseInitializer, and  the  database  export,  im-
port,  updating and deletion are handled by the Java classes  se.miun.it-
m.input.export.DatabaseExporter,  se.miun.itm.input.im-
pOrt.DatabaseImporter,  se.miun.itm.in-
put.util.sql.DatabaseUpdater and  se.miun.itm.in-
put.util.sql.DatabaseDeleter, respectively.

DatabaseExporter is an implementation of the  InPUTExporter inter-
face that supports the export of both  Exportable and  Document objects. 
When an experimental descriptor is exported, all of its auxiliary descriptors are 
also exported. For example, when an  IExperiment object is exported, not 
only its contents and its designs for algorithm, problem features, preferences 
and outputs are included in the export, but also its experimental context, the 
code mappings of the design spaces of its designs and the frameworks of the 
code mappings. If any of those auxiliary descriptors is already in the designated 
database, it is automatically updated with the content of the corresponding local 
object.

17
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DatabaseImporter is an implementation of the  InPUTImporter inter-
face that supports the import of experimental descriptors as Exportable ob-
jects. When a descriptor is imported, all of its auxiliary descriptors are also im-
ported.

DatabaseUpdater supports the updating of experimental descriptors with 
the contents of either Exportable or Document objects. When a descriptor 
is updated, all parts of it and its auxiliary descriptors are updated.

DatabaseDeleter supports the deletion of experimental descriptors. When 
a descriptor is deleted, all  entities in the database that are dependent on the 
descriptor are also deleted.

se.miun.itm.input.util.sql.DatabaseAdapter is  a  class  that 
serves as a facade for all of the above mentioned classes, which means that it is 
possible to handle all types of database transactions via a single object.

UML class diagrams of all the above mentioned classes are shown in Figure 13 
and Figure 18.

18

Figure 13: Simplified UML class diagram of the InPUTj classes that perform database 
transactions (2013-08-23)
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6 Results
The database design is described in chapter 5, and its implementation is opera-
tional, documented and freely available on the Internet [14].

6.1 Results of the investigations
The JUnit test case used to conduct the two investigations described in chapter 
3 yielded the results shown in Table 4 and Figure 14.

Table 4: The average execution times for querying and updating of the values of specific 
XML  attributes  of  specific  experimental  descriptors  using  different  combinations  of 
softwares and descriptor storages

Software
Experimental 

Descriptor 
Storage

Average Query 
Time (ms)

Average 
Update Time 

(ms)

PostgreSQL
InPUT SQL 
schema

2.23 11.4

JDOM XML files 4.84 3.97

JDOM Binary files 3.64 3.98

19
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This indicates that queries concerning the values of specfic XML attributes of 
specific experimental descriptors are executed about 120 % more quickly if the 
descriptors are stored in databases in accordance with the InPUT SQL schema 
and the queries are handled by PostgreSQL than if the descriptors are stored as 
XML data in XML files and the queries are handled by JDOM and about 63 % 
faster than if the descriptors are stored as serialized Document objects in bin-
ary files and the queries are handled by JDOM. However, it also indicates that 
updates  of  the  values  for  specfic  XML  attributes  of  specific  experimental 
descriptors are executed about 190 %  slower if  the descriptors are stored in 
databases  in  accordance  with  the  InPUT SQL schema  and  the  updates  are 
handled by PostgreSQL than if the descriptors are stored either as XML data in 
XML files or as serialized  Document objects in binary files and the updates 
are handled by JDOM.

6.2 Use cases
Below are examples of both general and concrete use cases of the implementa-
tion of the database design.

6.2.1 General use cases

The general use cases of the implementation of the database design are as fol-
lows:

20

Figure  14:  The  average  execution  times  for  querying  and  updating  of  the  values  of  specific  XML 
attributes of specific experimental descriptors using different combinations of softwares and descriptor 
storages
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• Insertion  of  experimental  descriptors  into  databases  with  the  InPUT 
SQL schema

• Querying about experimental descriptors stored in databases in accord-
ance with the InPUT SQL schema

• Updating of experimental descriptors stored in databases in accordance 
with the InPUT SQL schema

• Deletion of experimental descriptors stored in databases in accordance 
with the InPUT SQL schema

6.2.2 Concrete use cases

The implementation of the database design supports the above mentioned oper-
ations on all types of InPUT descriptors, such as those in Figures 7, 8 and 9. For 
example, if the shown design descriptor is stored in a database in accordance 
with the InPUT SQL schema, the subparameter “firstValue” of its parameter 
“task” can be queried using the following SQL statement:

This would yield the result shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Result of SQL query example #1

Row # task_firstValue

1 100 000 000

If multiple design descriptors that implement the shown design space descriptor 
are stored in the database and if the DBMS of that database is PostgreSQL, then 
the following SQL query can be used to query which of the design descriptors 
has the highest value of the parameter “amountTasks” and what that value is:

21
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If multiple code mapping descriptors that code-map the shown design space 
descriptor are stored in the database, the different code mappings of the para-
meter “task” in the design space descriptor can be queried using the following 
SQL statement:

In addition, specific XML nodes of specific descriptors can be individually up-
dated.  For  example,  the  value  of  the  parameter  “executions”  in  the  shown 
design descriptor can be updated to “4” using the following SQL statement:

In brief, the implementation of the database design allows for virtually anything 
to be queried about the contents of database-stored experimental descriptors and 
for any of their XML nodes to be individually updated.

For information about the user-defined SQL function  input.update_xml, 
see the SQL schema in Appendix B.
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7 Discussion
This concluding chapter attempts to motivate the design choices that were made 
during the project  and provides suggestions  for alternative solutions.  It  also 
presents analysis and conclusions regarding the results.

7.1 Design choices
The conceptual database schema could, alternatively, have been designed as il-
lustrated by the EER diagram in Figure 20. The advantages and disadvantages 
of choosing that schema instead of the one in Figure 19 are discussed below:

• Since  each of  the entity  types  “Design”,  “Design Space” and “Map-
pings” in the conceptual database schema shown in Figure 19 have two 
attributes named “ID” and “Content”, respectively, the existence of  a 
common supertype named e.g. “Experimental Descriptor” with those at-
tributes would better illustrate that each of them represents a type of ex-
perimental descriptor and that they share some characteristics. However, 
there are two disadvantages associated with that approach:

◦ Since different experimental descriptors of different types are to be 
able to have the same XML ID, the ID attribute cannot be a candid-
ate key of the supertype. Moreover, the content attribute is also un-
able to  be  a  candidate  key since it  is  meant  to  store XML data, 
which cannot be indexed because the XML data type has no com-
parison operator and, even if it did, it would probably be inefficient 
with regards to the indexing of XML data considering that XML 
datasets are typically large. The supertype would therefore require 
another attribute as the primary key, which would have to be a sur-
rogate key attribute since no more characteristics are to be stored 
with regards to descriptors. If the conceptual schema in Figure 20 is 
translated into a relational schema, each relation corresponding to a 
descriptor subtype would require an attribute that references the only 
candidate key of the supertype (the surrogate key attribute “Data-
base ID”). A database with that conceptual schema would therefore 
be  less  memory-efficient  than  a  database  with  the  conceptual 
schema in Figure 19. In addition, not all database management sys-
tems support auto-generated surrogate keys and the means to create 
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relations with such keys varies greatly among the systems that do 
support it, which means that creating a cross-DMBS SQL schema 
containing tables with surrogate keys is cumbersome at best.

◦ To spread the data of each experimental descriptor across two rela-
tions  would  make the  management  of  database-stored  descriptors 
more complex.

• Replacing the entity types “Framework” and “Programming Language” 
and their  relationship  with two corresponding attributes  of  the  entity 
type “Mappings” would simplify the schema. However, the existence of 
the framework and programming language entity types allows for more 
control in relation to the frameworks and programming languages that 
are being inserted into the databases so that they are not accidentally in-
serted because of misspellings or alternative spellings of their identifi-
ers.

• Replacing the four relationships between the entity types “Design” and 
“Experiment” with one relationship and one attribute of “Design” that 
specifies what type of design it is and by, similarly, replacing the four 
relationships  between  the  entity  types  “Design  Space”  and  “InPUT” 
with one relationship and one attribute of “Design Space” that specifies 
what type of design space it is, and thus making the design and design 
space  types  part  of  the  data  instead  of  the  schema,  would  make the 
schema more concise and increase readability.  However,  only certain 
types of designs and design spaces are to be stored, and making those 
types part of the schema allows for more control with regards to the 
types of designs and design spaces that are being inserted into the data-
bases.

The reason that the relational database schema shown in Figure 21 is not strictly 
in BCNF is that, as mentioned above, XML datasets cannot be candidate keys.

When a database-stored experimental descriptor is updated via the database cli-
ent extension of InPUTj, all parts of it and its auxiliary decriptors are updated. 
Naturally, this is less efficient than if only specific parts of the descriptor are to 
be updated. However, updating specific parts would require several more up-
date subroutines, all with a higher number of parameters and would require one 
subroutine invocation per part to be updated instead of just one invocation in 
total. To update, for example, the algorithm design of an experiment descriptor, 
its design space and the code mappings of its design space would require the 
following three invocations:
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myDatabaseAdapter.updateExperiment(experimentID, 
designType, newDesign);

myDatabaseAdapter.updateExperimentContext(           
experimentContextID, designSpaceType, 
newDesignSpace);

myDatabaseAdapter.updateCodeMappings(codeMappings, 
frameworkID);

The extension in its current form, on the other hand, allows this to be performed 
by one single invocation:

myDatabaseAdapter.update(myExperiment);

One  way  to  make  the  updating  of  database-stored  experimental  descriptors 
more efficient, but without making the API more complex, is to allow the In-
PUTj to log all local and database changes of descriptors so that the database 
update subroutines only need to update the parts of the descriptors that have 
changed since they were last updated in the database. However, that would re-
quire substantial changes to the main codebase of InPUTj and is thus beyond 
the scope of this project. Another method is to use database triggers and stored 
procedures to automatically compute checksums for each part  of descriptors 
during insertions and updates and to use those checksums to determine which 
parts require to be updated. However, that would break the cross-DBMS com-
patibility of the database design, since the methods used to create triggers and 
stored procedures vary greatly between different database management systems.

7.2 Analysis
Since the use of databases is an excellent means of managing and exchanging 
large amounts of data, it might be asked whether databases may completely re-
place XML and archive files as containers of experimental descriptors. The an-
swer to  that  questions  is  no;  databases  complement XML and archive files. 
XML and archive files are the most convenient descriptor containers for the fol-
lowing tasks:

• Descriptor creation – since writing an XML document as a separate text 
is more straightforward and offers more readability than writing it as a 
nested part of a SQL statement.

• Management of a small number of descriptors – since it is generally 
easier and less time-consuming to examine and modify a few files in the 
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file system than to write the SQL statements necessary to examine and 
modify a small amount of data in a database.

• Sharing descriptors despite a lack of access to any Internet-connected  
database server on which the required permissions are available – since 
XML and archive files are more memory-efficient descriptor containers 
than database dumps.

• Sharing a specific set of descriptors – since XML and archive files gen-
erally allow for more fine-grained control of what is being shared than 
database management systems.

Even though the results of the two investigations described in chapter 3 indicate 
that the updating of experimental descriptors is usually less time efficient if the 
descriptors are stored in databases than if they are stored directly in files, data-
base-stored descriptors are still advantageous for the following reasons:

• Since the results of the investigations also indicates that querying about 
experimental descriptors is usually more time efficient if the descriptors 
are stored in databases than if they are stored directly in files, and since, 
as mentioned above, queries are generally performed more frequently 
than updates, the increased query speed will probably outweigh the de-
creased update speed.

• Since  PostgreSQL  does  not  have  any  built-in  function  for  updating 
XML data, it is an achievement in itself that, thanks to the user-defined 
function  input.update_xml, it is at all possible to update experi-
mental descriptors stored in PostgreSQL databases. XML-processing is 
fairly complex,  but  input.update_xml is  greatly simplified as it 
delegates most of the XML-processing to PostgreSQL's built-in XPath 
function.

• The function input.update_xml can be further optimized, and the 
updating of XML may also be more time efficient if a DBMS with a 
built-in  XML-updating  function  is  used  or  if  such a  function  is  de-
veloped for a future version of PostgreSQL.

• As hinted in chapter 1, experimental descriptors stored in databases al-
low for many kinds of queries and updates of large amounts of experi-
mental data that would not be feasible with descriptors stored directly in 
files.
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7.3 Conclusions
The goals of this project have been achieved. InPUTj has been successfully ex-
tended to allow for the export, import, updating and deletion of experimental 
descriptors to/from SQL databases, which enhances the InPUTj's capabilities to 
manage and share experimental descriptors and thus makes it  an even more 
powerful configuration framework.

The modeling of real-world use cases was a vital part of the development pro-
cess since it played a key role in identifying the strenghts and weaknesses of the 
database design and its implementation and pushed the development towards 
simplicity, effectiveness and efficiency, making the results meet the users' ex-
pectations to an ever greater extent.

Many difficult  design choices  had to be made during the development,  and 
user-friendliness often had to be carefully weighed against performance, but in 
the end, user-friendliness was always chosen over performance, since it  was 
deemed to be most  beneficial  for  the  users.  In  addition,  a  simpler  database 
design often means a higher cross-DBMS compatibility. However, that does not 
mean that performance was neglected. The aim was to increase performance as 
much as possible while avoiding doing so at the expense of user-friendliness.

The database design could be further enhanced by ensuring that it is compatible 
with more SQL database management systems aside from PostgreSQL. Another 
enhancement would be to make it possible for the users to query about data-
base-stored experimental descriptors via InPUTj, without it being necessary to 
have knowledge of the design of the InPUT SQL schema.
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Appendix A: Detailed UML class 
diagrams

A detailed UML class diagram of InPUTj's different types of representations of 
experimental descriptors is shown in Figure 15.

A detailed UML class diagram of the default implementations of the Java inter-
face InPUTExporter is shown in Figure 16.

A detailed UML class diagram of the default implementations of the Java inter-
face InPUTImporter is shown in Figure 17.

A detailed UML class diagram of the InPUTj classes that perform database 
transactions is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 15: Detailed UML class diagram of InPUTj's different types of representations of experimental descriptors (2013-08-23)
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Figure 16: Detailed UML class diagram of the default implementations of InPUTExporter (2013-08-23)
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Figure 17: Detailed UML class diagram of the default implementations of InPUTImporter (2013-08-23)
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Figure  18:  Detailed  UML  class  diagram  of  the  InPUTj  classes  that  perform  database 
transactions (2013-08-23)
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Appendix B: InPUT's database 
schemas

InPUT's conceptual database schema is shown in Figure 19.

An alternative conceptual database schema for InPUT is shown in Figure 20.

InPUT's relational database schema is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 19: InPUT's conceptual database schema in the form of an ER diagram
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Figure 20: An alternative conceptual database schema for InPUT in the form of an EER diagram
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Figure 21: InPUT's relational database schema
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InPUT's SQL schema is as follows:
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